List of the writings of William Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt, chronologically arranged, with notes...preceded by a review of, and extracts from Barry Cornwall's *Memorials of Charles Lamb,* and a chronological list of the works of Charles Lamb.
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List of the writings of William Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt: chronologically arranged with notes, descriptive, critical, and explanatory; and a selection of opinions regarding their genius and characteristics, by distinguished contemporaries and friends as well as by subsequent critics; preceded by a review of, and extracts from, Barry Cornwall's *Memorials of Charles Lamb,* with a few words on William Hazlitt and his writings, and a chronological list of the works of Charles Lamb.
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List of the writings of William Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt: chronologically arranged with notes, descriptive, critical, and explanatory; and a selection of opinions regarding their genius and characteristics, by distinguished contemporaries and friends as well as by subsequent critics; preceded by a review of, and extracts from, Barry Cornwall's *Memorials of Charles Lamb,* with a few words on William Hazlitt and his writings, and a chronological list of the works of Charles Lamb.